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Surface reactivity of Plasma Polymerized Allylamine (PPAA) thin films on Au and
Si: study of the thickness influence and ageing of the films
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Surface modification of materials by cold plasma techniques is a hot topic in applied

research as well as in industry. Among the numerous plasma-based techniques able to

etch, modify or coat a large range of materials, plasma polymerization of monomers

can produce thin polymeric films with a good adhesion to the substrates. Depending on

the experiment, the resulting polymer presents on its extreme surface different

chemical functions like nitrile, carboxy or amino groups. The presence of such functions

decreases the hydrophobicity, increases the biocompatibility and makes possible the

covalent bonding of biomolecules (antibodies or enzymes immobilization). Most of the

time, these benefits are obtained thanks to the deposition of a polymeric layer of

several tenths of nanometers onto the substrate. Therefore, the deposited layer covers

entirely the substrate. In this work, we investigate the surface reactivity of substrates (Si

and Au) coated with thin layers (thickness ≤ 30 nm) of PPAA, an amine-functionalized

polymer deposited by PECVD in DC and RF discharges. Our results show that very thin

layers or islands can retain on their surface molecules able to react through their NH

2

functions. We have tested and assessed by X-Ray Electron Spectroscopy (XPS) and

Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) the surface density of chemical functions versus

layer thicknesses. Results show that the PPAA coatings –even for very thin layers of

few nanometers– promote the chemisorption of the tagging molecules. These

experiments showed that the produced layers are stable in a wide range of organic

solvents (such as dichloromethane, acetone, ethanol and hexane) as well as in pure

water; this latter point is a prerequisite for their use in bio-related applications. The

ageing of these very thin layers in various solvent will also be presented.
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